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CLASSES OF L'-CONVERGENCE OF

FOURIER AND FOURIER-STIELTJES SERIES

CASLAV V. STANOJEVIC
■

Abstract. It is shown that the Fomin class 9p (I <p < 2) is a. subclass of

Q n Ä"V, where ß is the Garrett-Stanojevic class and ® "( the class of sequences

of bounded variation. Wider classes of Fourier and Fourier-Stieltjes series are

found for which an Ign *• o(l), n —, oo, is a necessary and sufficient condition for

L '-convergence. For cosine series with coefficients in <S> T and nban — O(l),

n -» oo, necessary and sufficient integrability conditions are obtained.

1. Introduction. Telyakovskiï [1] extended the classical result of Kolmogorov [2]

concerning the L '-convergence of the cosine series

5+  2   akcoskx (1.1)
*       /t = i

with {ak} in the class of quasi-convex null-sequences (2"_,(A: + l)|A2afc| < oo).

Paraphrasing a sufficient integrability condition of Sidon [3], Telyakovskiï [1]

obtained a new class S containing the class of quasi-convex null-sequences. A

sequence {ak} belongs to S if there exists a monotonically decreasing sequence

{Ak} such that 2"_, Ak < oo, and |AaJ < Ak, for all k. Let <$> T be the class of all

null-sequences of bounded variation. It is plain that § cSf.

Telyakovskiï [1] proved that if {ak} E S, then (1.1) is a Fourier series of some

/ E Lx(0,it) and that

Ik-/Il = o(l),       »**•«, (1.2)

if and only if

an lgn = o(\),       n -> oo, (1.3)

where ■$■„ are the partial sums of (1.1) and || • || is the L'(0, w)-norm.

Garrett and Stanojevic [4] introduced the following class <2 of null-sequences.

Definition 1.1. A null-sequence {ak} belongs to the class ß if for every e > 0,

there exists 8 > 0, independent of n, and such that

i ci
it J0

2   Aa^x)
fc-n

¿x < e, (1.4)

for all n, where Dk is the Dirichlet kernel.
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Let

gn(x) = sn(x) - an+xDn(x), (1.5)

where {ak} E <$>CY. Garrett and Stanojevic [4] proved that \\gn - f\\ = o(l), n -»

oo, if and only if {ak} E Q.

The next theorem is a corollary to that result.

Theorem A. Let  {ak} E Q n 9>CV.  Then  (1.1) is a Fourier series of some

f E Lx(0, it) and (1.2)<=>(1.3).

Redefining the class S and using the Sidon-Fomin lemma [1], Garrett, Rees and

Stanojevic [5] proved that

S c 6 n % T.

Recently Fomin [6] extended the class S in the following manner.

Definition 1.2. A null-sequence {ak} belongs to the class ^p, if for somep > 1,

_.„\M^
,?,(-—)    <0° (16)

Notice that the class % is wider when p is closer to 1. Hence, without loss of

generality we may assume that 1 < p < 2, in all subsequent considerations. It can

be also shown that

S G % C % V.

The following theorem of Fomin [6] generalizes the Telyakovskiï result [1].

Theorem B. For some 1 <p < 2, let {ak} E <%p. Then (1.1) is a Fourier series of

somef E Lx(0, it) and (1.2) «.(1.3).

In this paper we shall show that

f,cßn«%

and give necessary and sufficient conditions for L '-convergence for certain larger

classes of Fourier and Fourier-Stieltjes series. As a by-product we shall obtain

necessary and sufficient conditions for (1.1) to be a Fourier series.

Most of our results can be adapted for the sine series either directly or after

appropriate modifications.

2. Classes of Lx-convergence. A closer scrutiny of the proof of our first theorem

will reveal some new classes of Fourier coefficients for which (1.2) <=> (1.3). Such

classes of Fourier (or Fourier-Stieltjes) coefficients we call classes of L '-conver-

gence.

Theorem 2.1. Let I <p < 2. Then

ffcßn«T.

Proof. From (1.4) we have

C„(S) < Cn(it) = c„.

Hence, it suffices to show that from {ak} E ^p, it follows that C„ = o(l), n —, oo.
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Before we proceed, we notice two consequences of {ak} E <%:, i.e.

/ G L'(0, it),

f   *'-MA^|' < oo.
k=\

(2.1)

(2.2)

In the rest of the proof we shall show that (2.1) and (2.2) imply that Cn = o(l),

n —* oo.

Consider

2     àakDk(x)
k-n+lIt Jq

= lij\gn(x)-f(x)\dx.

dx

Because of {ak} E 9> T,/is the pointwise hmit of sn in (0, it], and because of (1.5)

/ is also the pointwise limit of gn in (0, it].

The integral Cn+, we split in the following way.

2     ^kDk(x)
k-n + \

r\/n rv

C« + > "Z]      \gn(x)-f(x)\dx + ±-j
It J0 It Jx/„

The first integral in (2.3) we estimate as

Ííol/"\gÁx) -f(x)\ dx < ±fo1/n\on(x)-f(x)\ dx

+ lfol/"\gn(x)-o„(x)\dx,

dx.       (2.3)

where o„ is the Fejér sum of sn. It is plain that

1  ri/«
00.- J[     \on(x) - f(x)\ dx = 0(\\cn - /||),       n

From (1.5) we get

1 1
&■(*) - on(x) = ——¡- 2   kLakDk(x) - ——- 2  akDk(x).

» + 1 k-\ n + • k-i

Hence

Ï Í Tfcto - ".Ml * < ; VTT 2i *|4«,l/o >.W| <**

or

1 r!/"k-W - °.(*)l á»-o(;¿   *|AflA       « oo,

where the trivial o(l) term is omitted. (Trivial o(\) terms will be omitted from here

on.)
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Altogether, for the first integral in (2.3) we have

-f/n\gn(x) -f(x)\ dx = Odia. -/||) + o(l ¿   k\Aak\),
* ■'o \"i-l /

The second integral in (2.3) we write as

'--Ifw J\/n

mir.
•h/n

n —» oo.

2     Aak7)k(x) ¿x
* = n+l

1
X

i/« 2 sin —
2

2     Aafc sin
A-n + l K) x dx.

Applying the Holder inequality we get

^7/    ""^H       /        2     Aa^in*-^)x\   dx)    ,
w   •/i/»2"sini'-        V-7'/« k-n + \ V        2/ /

1   J '

I« W«

where 1/p + \/q = 1. Or

In<Ap{(n+\y-x)l/p(f      2     A^sinifc + ^xfdx)   * (2.4)

(Ap, Bp and Cp are absolute constants depending onp).

For {ak) E % T and fixed n, the sequence 2*_„+,Aa* sin(/r + |)x converges

uniformly to ^%-n + \Aak sin(& + \)x, as A7 —» 00. Thus

/ ,*■ i   °° 1    y/i

/ 2     Aak sin(k + |)x   ¿x
\Jl/n\k~n+i I

( r     N 1     i\i*   \
=  lim     / 2     Aat sinlA: + — \x\   dx

Applying the Hausdorff-Young inequahty to the last integral we get

/ /•»       N 1        1 \   I*     \1/q I    N \x/p
\ 2     ¿Laksinlk + -)x\   dx)      <Bp[    2    W       •
\->l/n  /t»„+l V ¿>    \ J \k-n + l 1

For the integral (2.4) we now have the estimate

In<Cp((n+lY-iy/p[    f    \àak\Ai/P < Cpl    2     k"-x\AaA/P. (2.5)

Combining all estimates we obtain

C„+l = Odia. - /II) + of ± 2   *|Aa*|) + OÍ    2     *'_I|Afl*rl       " -» ».
V " *-l / \t-n + l /

However the first term is o(l) because of (2.1), the second because of {ak} E ® %

and the third because of (2.2). Finally

C„ = o(l),       «^00.

This completes the proof of Theorem 2.1.
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The right-hand side of the first estimate for 7„ in (2.5) can be rewritten as

(„ + 1)(Mitf)'". (2.6)

Since (1.6) implies (2.2), it follows that (1.6) implies (2.6). That motivates a new

class of L'-convergence.

Definition 2.1. A null-sequence {ak} belongs to the class Qp if for some

1 <p < 2,

"I-n-)      =0(1)'       "
2k°-n\^k\PV/P

00.

The following theorem corresponds to the class Qp.

Theorem 2.2. Let (1.1) be a Fourier series of some f E L'(0, it) and let {ak) E Qp

n ST. 77!e/i(1.2)4=>(1.3).

The class Qp has an interesting subclass Q*.

Definition 2.2. A null-sequence {ak} belongs to the class Q* if for some

1<P < 2,

2   kp-x\Aak\p < oo. (2.7)
k-l

The next theorem is a corollary to Theorem 2.2.

Theorem 2.3. Let (1.1) be a Fourier series of some f E L'(0, it) and let {ak} E Q*

n <$>*(. Then (1.2)<*(1.3).

The proofs of both Theorem 2.2 and Theorem 2.3 are similar to the proof of

Theorem 2.1.

Relations defining classes ^p, Q* and Qp are not explicit enough, although each

of them tells in an obscure way something about the nature of possible gaps of

{ak}. The following corollary to Theorem 2.3 makes that gap condition quite

explicit.

Corollary 2.1. Let (1.1) be a Fourier series with {ak} E <© T, and let

nAa„ = 0(1),       n -, oo. (2.8)

Then (\.2)^(\.3).

Proof. The condition (2.8) together with {ak} E $ T implies that {ak] E 6*.

A natural extension of ® T is the following class.

Definition 2.3. A null-sequence {ak\ belongs to the class °r if

-2   k\Aak\ = o(l),       n^cc. (2.9)
" k-\

The class 9 extends not only % CV, but the class 2- 91L of quasi-monotone

(ak/ka\r0, for some a > 0) sequences, as well. Combining the class 9 with the

condition (2.8) we obtain a theorem for L '-convergence of Fourier-Stieltjes series.
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Theorem 2.4. Let (1.1) be a Fourier-Stieltjes series with {ak} E 9, and let (2.8)

hold. Then it converges in Lx if and only if

a„lgn= o(\),       n -> oo.

Proof. Observe that iff E Lx(0, it) and || gn - o„\\ = o(l), n -> oo, then

\\sn * /Il  = °0)> /I -» 00,il  n       ^ il \   /» '

if and only if

IK - ««II  = 0(1), H-.-00.

On the other hand, if \\gn - o„\\ = o(l), n ->■ oo, then \\s„ - a„|| = o(\), n -, oo, is

equivalent with a„ lg n = o(l), « -»• oo. Thus it remains to show that from {ak} E

9 and (2.8) it follows that || g„ — o„\\ = o(l), n —, oo. Using the same technique as

in the proof of Theorem 2.1 we get

\\gn-on\\ = oU 2   *|A**|1       "^oo,

and the proof of Theorem 2.4 follows.

A corollary to Theorem 2.4 is a slightly weaker form of a theorem of Telyakov-

skiï and Fomin [7], (for a different proof see [8]), concerning the L '-convergence of

Fourier series with coefficients in S 911.

Corollary 2.2. Let (1.1) be a Fourier series with {ak} E S91L, and let (2.8) hold.

Then

\\sn - f\\ = o(l),       n^cc,

if and only if

an\gn= o(\),       /i->oo.

The interest of this corollary lies in the fact that both the necessity and

sufficiency parts of the proof are obtained using the same technique, i.e. the sharp

estimates of ||s„ — a„||.

3. Necessary and sufficient integrability conditions. Throughout this section we

shall consider (1.1) with {ak} E % CY. Since in this case the pointwise limit/ of s„

exists in (0, it], to prove that (1.1) is a Fourier series, it suffices, by a standard

argument, to show that/ E Lx(0, it).

Theorem 3.1. Let {ak} E <3> T and let nAan = 0(1), n ->oo. Then (1.1) is a

Fourier series if and only if {ak} E (2.

Proof. Let {ak} E 'ST. Then {ak} E Q is always a sufficient condition for

/ e L'(0, it). Thus it remains to show that under the condition of Theorem 3.1

from/ E L'(0, it), it follows that {ak} E Q.

Notice that for ||g„ - a„|| = o(\), n -» oo, from ||a„ -/|| = o(\), n -»■ oo, it

follows || g„ - /|| = o(l), n -+ oo. But / E Lx(0, it) implies that \\a„ - f\\ = o(l),
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n -» oo, and || g„ — f\\ = o(l), n -» oo is equivalent to {ak} E Q. However {ak} E

% *Y implies that {ak} E <3>. Hence from

HÄ,-aJ|-o|-^ Í   k\àak\j,       «->*>,

it follows that || gn — an\\ = o(l), n -» oo. This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1.

As a corollary of Theorem 3.1, we have a partial answer to the classical

outstanding question:   Let  {ak}  be a monotone null-sequence.  What are the

necessary and sufficient conditions for (1.1) to be a Fourier series?

Corollary 3.1. Let {ak} be a monotone null-sequence and let nAan = O(l),

n —, oo. Then (1.1) is a Fourier series if and only if {ak} E 6.
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